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Mastering prosperity in a world of money:
It is quite astonishing that across the world, the schooling system does NOT teach us about
mastering prosperity and money. Yes, in many business schools you do learn techniques about
managing people, projects and perhaps start your own company. Finance, which is about
allocating resources to grow a corporation or a portfolio, is actually not about MONEY and
prosperity the way we ought to address it in our educational system.
In this course, I attempt to fill this gap. Here is an exploration of what money is. How it came
about in the world, what meaning we attach to it, how we relate to it, how people attract it and
most importantly what is the “secret sauce” behind money and prosperity…. Won’t tell yet… You
have to wait till the end to find out! My goal is that this material and the associated series of
practical exercises offered here will inspire you to develop your own mastery about money and a
new understanding of what wealth and abundance really are.
Think about it: in your family circle, how important is the issue of money? How many times have
your parents or relatives talked about or have communicated explicit or subliminal messages
about having or not having money to buy a car, to go on vacation, etc…People talk about it, some
people worship it, others despise it, others live in the fear of not having enough, still others fear
that their fortune will be taken away. Have you ever thought about what money really is?
This online course is divided in 5 main sections. We will look at the history of money; how money
is created; the mythology and the psychology of money, the way money circulates in the financial
system and finally, the connection of money and prosperity with quantum physics!
There are no textbooks for this course. On the other hand, an extensive collection of online
youtube videos (I developed) and readings are posted online, as well as other interesting videos
that cover topics we want to focus on here. The videos are free to watch online (the module is
entitled MASTERING MONEY).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fCm9C0Jyck&list=PLZ-m3L5t8jjEENEA8KlHcZbQrNh-WCfy_
At the end of each session, you will have online assignments, practice exercises and games to play
in your everyday life. My goal is that these will provide interesting breakthrough experiences and
empower you in your relationship to money and wealth in your future life and career.
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COURSE CONTENT AND TIMETABLE
SESSIONS
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TOPIC
Introduction: What is Money?
1. What is mastering money?
2. A simple story? Money vs. Credit
3. Money creation: the classical explanations
4. Why gold?
The New View of Money by Economists
1. The neoclassical model and its limitations recognized after the 2008
crisis
2. Modern Monetary Theory and endogenous money
3. Private and electronic money
The Gift Economy
1. Reciprocity and gift
2. Conscious networking
Money Symbolism and Mindful Finance
1. Carl Jung and the archetypes
2. Your relationship to money and your beliefs about money
3. Aligning your personal values with money
4. Mindlessness and the brain
5. Mindful finance
How to Attract Wealth, Abundance and Money?
1. Quantum Physics and money
2. What is it you really want?
3. How do wealthy people get wealthy?
4. The secret sauce

PRELIMINARY

ADDITIONAL READING(S)

READING(S)

AND ASSIGNMENTS

TBA online

TBA online

TBA online

TBA online

TBA online

EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE
DELIVERABLES

%

Online assignments and journaling

100%

To PASS this course, students have to submit their assignments (at the end of each session) to me
at an email address that will be communicated directly to you in due time. Each assignment is
about self-inquiry and my role is to provide feedback similar to what a life coach does. I am here
to encourage you to be empowered about these issues.

MY BIO

Dr. Christophe Faugère

Christophe Faugère (pronounce Fo-Jair) obtained his Ph.D. in Economics from the University of
Rochester, NY USA, in 1993 and a Masters in Mathematical Economics in 1987 from the University
of Toulouse. He is currently Professor of Finance & Economics at Kedge Business School, Bordeaux
and was the Chair of the Finance and Economics Dept. there from 2015-2018. Prior, he was an
Associate Professor and Chair of the Finance Department at the UAlbany School of Business, NY,
USA.
Christophe has taught courses in Investments, Corporate Finance, Derivatives, Fixed Income,
Macroeconomics and Monetary Economics at the graduate and undergraduate levels, as well as
in executive programs in the US and France. In 2006, he received the UAlbany School of Business
Harold L. Cannon memorial award for best teacher at the undergraduate level and was voted best
professor in the UAlbany School of Business MBA program in 2002. His preferred areas of
teaching are stock market valuation, modern portfolio theory, asset pricing, market risk premia,
financial crises, monetary policy, ethics and mindful finance and behavioral finance.
His current research focuses on mindful finance, ethics, the workings of financial markets and
monetary economics. His main past achievement is the development of models of asset valuation
(gold, Treasuries, stock indexes, tech stocks) based on combining rational and irrational investor
behavior. This research has culminated in the co-invention of Required Yield Theory one of the
most accurate theory for valuing the S&P 500 and gold. Christophe has extensively published in
top tier US academic journals such as the Journal of Portfolio Management and Financial Markets,
Institutions & Instruments. One of his published articles on “Sell Discipline” received extensive
coverage in the New York Times and International Herald Tribune in 2004.
Christophe has been a practitioner of meditation (Zen, Tibetan, Siddha Yoga) for about 20 years.
He loves tennis and in particular has a great admiration for Roger Federer.
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